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13 Abstract

14 Resent results concerning epitaxial Fe O(001) films grown by reactive deposition on MgO(001) substrates as well as obtained3 4

15 by oxidation of epitaxial Fe(001) films are reviewed. Conversion electron Mossbauer spectroscopy(CEMS) performed in and ex¨
16 situ was used to check the stoichiometry and electronic properties with monolayer resolution. Size effects were reflected in
17 reduction of the Verwey temperature for the film thickness less than 50 nm. With further decrease in thickness, the films showed
18 strong deviation from the bulk properties due to formation of a magnesium rich phase near the MgOyFe O interface. Surface3 4

19 oxidation tog-Fe O , which can be reversed by annealing, was found using CEMS. The atomic scale surface characterization2 3

20 was accomplished for the first time in situ by the scanning tunneling microscopy, which revealed details of the surface
21 reconstruction and termination.� 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

26 Transition-metal oxides are a subject of intensive
27 research for their interesting physical phenomenology
28 w1x and technological importance as catalystsw2x, anti-
29 corrosives w3x and magnetic materialsw4x. Magnetite
30 (F O ), as a strongly correlated material, combines the3 4

31 full spin polarization on the Fermi level with a high
32 Curie temperature and has potential industrial applica-
33 tion in magnetic recording or spin electronicsw5x and
34 also as a catalytic supportw6x. Magnetite shows native
35 conductivity, being one of a few exceptions among
36 simple metal oxides and therefore can be easily studied
37 with the scanning tunneling microscopy(STM), a pow-
38 erful method in the model catalyst studies. The model
39 catalyst studies with oxide materials have often faced
40 numerous problems connected with the preparation of
41 reproducible and well-characterized single crystal sur-
42 facesw7x. Difficulties in preparation of that type, report-
43 ed also for magnetitew8x, can be overcome by the thin
44 film technology enabling to grow a high quality Fe O3 4

45 surface by the reactive molecular beam epitaxy(MBE).
750
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Epitaxial magnetite films are also important for spin
47dependent transport devices, as the mobile electrons
48may be 100% polarized. However, many features of
49structural, electronic and magnetic properties of thin
50films are still under debatew9–11x. Size and surface
51effects lead to strong deviations from bulk properties,
52which additionally depend on the sample thickness and
53stoichiometry varying for different technological para-
54meters of the growth process. Additionally, the stoichi-
55ometry and structure of the surface and interface layers
56may differ from that of the film interior. Few atomic
57layers forming the phase boundary are often crucial with
58regard to the phenomena of the interest. This is just the
59case of the catalytic reactions or tunneling, which are
60typical surfaceyinterface processes.
61Magnetite crystallizes in the cubic inverse spinel
62structure. The oxygen ions form a closed packed cubic
63structure with Fe ions localized in two different sites,
64octahedral and tetrahedral. The tetrahedral sites(A) are
65occupied by trivalent Fe ions. Tri- and divalent Fe ions
66occupying the octahedral sites(B) are randomly
67arranged at room temperature because of an electron
68hopping. BelowT ;125 K the electron hopping ceasesV

69and the Fe ion charge undergoes a long range ordering.
70This leads to a metal–insulator transition known as the
71Verwey transition. The transition concerns not only
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electric properties but can be also seen in the heat
73 capacityw12x or magneto-resistance measurementsw13x,
74 and has a strong manifestation in the hyperfine interac-
75 tions probed by the Mossbauer spectroscopy, which has¨
76 been widely used in bulk magnetite studiesw14x. At
77 room temperature, when the electron hopping process is
78 fast, the Mossbauer spectrum is characterized by two¨
79 sextets. The one with the hyperfine magnetic fieldB shf

80 48.8 T and the isomer shift ISs0.27 mmys relative to
81 a-Fe corresponds to the Fe ions at the tetrahedral A-3q

A

82 sites. The second one withB s45.7 T and ISs0.65hf

83 mmys is the Fe -like average signal from the cations2.5q
B

84 at the octahedral B sites. Fe and Fe are indistin-q2 3q
B B

85 guishable due to a fast electron transfer(electron hop-
86 ping), which is faster(t;1 ns) than the Fe excited57

87 state lifetime(98 ns). The magnetite unit cell contains
88 eight Fe ions and eight Fe and Fe ions, 16 in3q 2q 3q

A B B

89 total at the B sites, therefore, the intensity ratiobs
90 I(B)yI(A) of the two spectral components is a sensitive
91 measure of the stoichiometry. Assuming that the room
92 temperature ratio of the recoil-free fractionsf y f forB A

93 the B and A sites is 0.97w15x, the intensity ratiob for
94 perfect stoichiometry should be 1.94. In non-stoichio-
95 metric magnetite, under an excess of oxygen, cation
96 vacancies at the B sites are created. The vacancies
97 screen the charge transfer and isolate the hopping proc-
98 ess. For each vacancy, five Fe ions in octahedral sites3q

99 become trapped. In the Mossbauer spectrum these¨
100 trapped Fe ions at the octahedral sites and Fe ions3q 3q

101 at tetrahedral sites are indistinguishable without applying
102 an external magnetic field. Therefore, in the spectrum
103 of non-stoichiometric magnetite, intensity transfer from
104 the Fe to Fe -like components is observed. There-2.5q 3q

B A

105 fore, the intensity ratiob decreases markedly with the
106 oxidation process, until the stoichiometry reaches theg-
107 Fe O phase, which is represented by a single unresolved2 3

108 Zeeman component, close to that characteristic of the
109 Fe site in magnetite.3q

A

110 Below T the Mossbauer spectrum becomes compli-V ¨
111 cated and difficult to interpret, comprising a superposi-
112 tion of at least five components. Any impurities and
113 vacancies screen the hopping process, lowering the
114 transition temperature and changing the character of the
115 transition. The sharp first order Verwey transition in
116 stoichiometric magnetite becomes smoother and more
117 second order-like.
118 Electronic transport in magnetite is determined by the
119 short-range interactions between the nearest neighbors
120 that are the iron ions in the octahedral sites. Thus, in
121 the case of the systems with reduced dimensionality, a
122 strong influence on the phase transition, coming from
123 the film microstructure and the surface or interface
124 related phenomena, is expected. It is difficult to distin-
125 guish between intrinsic size effects and effects related
126 to deviation from the stoichiometry at the interface and
127 surface. In the present paper we discuss Mossbauer¨

128

results, which partially solve this problem by an analysis
129of the surface and interface stoichiometry of thin epitax-
130ial magnetite films.
13The conversion electron Mossbauer spectroscopy¨
132(CEMS) has numerous advantages when applied to thin
133films. Contrary to most of the surface sensitive methods,
134CEMS has an ability to probe buried layers and inter-
135faces with the monolayer sensitivity for films made of
136a pure Mossbauer isotopew16x. The method gives the¨
137atomic scale local characterization of chemical, structur-
138al and magnetic properties, simultaneously. The CEMS
139measurements are ultra high vacuum compatible, which
140gives the possibility of in situ investigations of clean
14surfaces in a wide temperature range. Exceptional sen-
142sitivity of our CEMS measurements(below one mono-
143layer of Fe) and a strong radiation source allowed us57

144to collect high quality Mossbauer spectra also for thin-¨
145nest films.
146A controversial problem faced in many magnetite
147studies is surface termination and reconstruction. The
148surface structure of(001) oriented magnetite is usually
149discussed considering the bulk unit cell as composed of
150eight atomic sublayers, which contain either only tetra-
15hedral iron atoms in A sites(so called A layer) or
152oxygen and octahedral B iron ions(so called B layer).
153The distance between A or B layers is approximately
1540.2 nm, whereas the smallest interlayer spacing(A–B)
155is approximately 0.1 nm. Any bulk terminated
156Fe O (001) surface (A or B) is charge compensated3 4

157and the charge neutrality condition of the polar
158Fe O (001) is the driving force of the reconstruction,3 4

159which, although intensively studied with different meth-
160ods for single crystalsw17,18x as well as for epitaxial
16films w10,11,19–22x, is still not fully understood and
162explained. Moreover, the valence-band spectra taken
163from epitaxial film are differ considerably from those
164of cleaved Fe O samples and the surface spin polari-3 4

165zation is smaller than expectedw23x.
166In this paper we present resent results concerning
167Fe O (001) films grown by reactive deposition on3 4

168MgO(001) substratesw24,25x as well as obtained by a
169post-preparation oxidation of epitaxial Fe(001) films
170w26x. Combination of STM and CEMS studies applied
17in situ at ultra high vacuum conditions, resulted in the
172atomic scale characterization of the film surface as well
173as the film bulk and buried interfaces.

1742. Experimental details

175The experiment was performed using a multi-chamber
176UHV system(base pressure 1=10 mbar) which wasy10

177described previouslyw27x. The preparation chamber
178contains a miniature MBE system, consisting of metal
179vapor sources and quartz monitors to control the evap-
180oration rate and a four-grid LEEDyAES spectrometer.
18The CEMS chamber is dedicated to the in situ measure-
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4 Fig. 1. (a) LEED pattern at the electron energy of 70 eV for the( )R458 reconstructed surface of the 20 nm Fe O(001) film on MgO(001)y y2= 2 3 4

5 and STM topographic scans:(b) for the as-deposited surface-deposition temperature 520 K(c) after 1 h annealing at the deposition temperature
6 and(d) after 1 h annealing at 820 K.

182

ments of the Mossbauer effect by detection of the¨
183 conversion electrons using a large opening channeltron.
184 The sample was mounted to a cold finger of a stationary
185 liquid nitrogen cryostat, which allowed to perform the
186 measurements in the temperature range between 80 K
187 and 500 K.
188 A second UHV system was used for in-situ STM,
189 equipped with a similar technological facility as the one
190 described above.
191 All discussed samples were prepared on MgO(001)
192 substrates cleaved in N atmosphere prior to the intro-2

193 duction into the UHV system. The substrates were then
194 annealed for 1 h at 900 K in UHV and after this
195 procedure the MgO(001) surface showed atomic clean-
196 ness and perfect structural order as checked with AES
197 and LEED. Magnetite was grown by the Fe-vapor
198 deposition at the rate of approximately 1 nmymin, in
199 the presence of oxygen. Oxygen was provided, using a
200 precision leak valve, from a nozzle placed 1 cm from
201 the substrate to achieve a relatively high local O2

202 pressure avoiding contamination of the whole chamber.
203 For the Mossbauer experiments Fe isotope was used.57¨
204 The small lattice spacing mismatch(0.3%) between
205 magnetite and the MgO substrate in the(001)-plane
206 provides favorable conditions for the epitaxial growth,
207 which helps in reaching the thermodynamic equilibrium.
208 The magnetite phase could be stabilized in a broad
209 range of the O partial pressure(1=10 %1=10y7 y6

2

210 hPa), as controlled by a quadrupole mass spectrometer,
211 for the substrate held at 520 K. For all sample ranging
212 from 500 nm down to 3 nm thickness, LEED(Fig. 1a),
213 displayed a( )R458 reconstruction relative they y2= 2
214 primitive surface bulk unit cell of magnetite. This type
215 of reconstruction is typical for the(001) bulk magnetite
216 surface w17x as well as for the surface of epitaxial
217 magnetite films on MgO(001) w19–22x. Decreasing the
218 film thickness below 5 nm caused an increase of a
219 diffused background accompanied by spot broadening,
220 leaving the pattern symmetry unchanged.
221 Ex situ STM studies of magnetite film require ion
222 bombardmentyannealing treatment for restoring the sur-

223

face cleannessw19–22x. We were able to study the
224surfaces of the as-prepared films in situ and to examine
225the influence of annealing as shown in Fig. 1b–d for
22620 nm films. When the films were cooled down to the
227room temperature immediately after the deposition is
228completed, the STM picture revealed grainy structures
229with a nanometer lateral size, which by the height
230analysis can be identified as monoatomic terraces spaced
231by approximately 0.2 nm(Fig. 1b). The overall height
232amplitude in the presented area was-1 nm, which
233means that no more than five monoatomic levels were
234exposed. Annealing the films for 1 h at the preparation
235temperature resulted in an increase of the terrace size
236up to several nanometers(Fig. 1c). Rising the annealing
237temperature up to 800 K produced large flat areas with
238the lateral dimensions of 20–50 nm(Fig. 1d) but AES
239analysis indicated the presence of magnesium, which
240had diffused from the substrate, as it was observed
241previouslyw28x.

2423. Electronic and magnetic properties vs. film
243thickness

244Mossbauer spectra were measured in situ for the films¨
245from 430 nm down to 3 nm thickness at the temperature
246range between 80 and 300 K. A selection of the spectra
247for the 430 nm and 10 nm samples at three different
248temperatures is presented in Fig. 2w24x.
249The 430 nm sample represents the bulk stoichiometric
250magnetite behavior. The hyperfine magnetic fieldB ,hf

251the isomer shift IS and the quadrupole splitting QS are
252in a good agreement with the literature values for the
253bulk material. The component with largerB andhf

254smaller IS corresponds to trivalent Fe ions located at
255the tetrahedral A sites, while the other one is interpreted
256as the average signal from Fe and Fe ions at the3q 2q

257octahedral B sites, seen effectively due to the electron
258hopping as Fe ions. By lowering temperature, the2.5q

259effect of the Verwey transition can be observed in the
260Mossbauer spectra. The Verwey transition, as seen by¨
261our CEMS analysis, is a multistage process. WhenTV
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11 Fig. 2. Selection of CEMS results for 430 nm and 10 nm epitaxial
12 Fe O (001) films at different temperaturesw24x.3 4

16

17Fig. 3. ‘1y6 ratio’ parameter plotted vs. temperature for the 430 nm
18(j) and the 10 nm(s) thick samples(error bars for the 430 nm
19sample are less than the size of points). ‘1y6 ratio’ is defined in the
20inset w24x.

262

is approached going from high temperatures, at first the
263 components associated with the A and B sites gradually
264 reverse their intensity, the effect being particularly strong
265 below 130 K for the 430 nm sample. The change of the
266 intensity is accompanied by a broadening of the lines.
267 This phenomenon, which is probably due to the dynamic
268 effects connected with the electron hopping, remains not
269 fully explained even for the bulk magnetite, indicating
270 a highly diffuse charge dynamics. In the narrow tem-
271 perature range, close toT , the Mossbauer spectrumV ¨
272 undergoes drastic changes connected with the charge
273 ordering. The electron hopping freezes, which means
274 that the Fe and Fe ions at the B site differentiate3q 2q

275 in the Mossbauer spectrum. It is manifested by new¨
276 components that appear in the spectrum. Eventually, in
277 the third transition stage, which proceeds down to the
278 lowest applied temperature(80 K), the new hyperfine
279 pattern becomes more distinct and the lines-narrower.
280 At 80 K, a reasonable fit with three spectral components,
281 corresponding to Fe at the A site, Fe at the B site3q 3q

282 and Fe at the B site was possible. Magnetite spectra2q

283 belowT are rather complex because of twinning, whichV

284 means that there is a dipolar field distribution leading
285 to broad and weakly resolved spectraw14x. The com-
286 ponent corresponding to the Fe ions at the B site is2q

287 the most complex due to the characteristic high value
288 of the quadrupole splitting QS. This is the reason why
289 the apparent distribution of the ions at the B site between
290 Fe and Fe deviates considerably from the expected3q 2q

291 1:1 ratio.
292 The spectra for the 10 nm sample are similar to those
293 for the 430 nm one(comp. Fig. 2). However, besides
294 the slightly lowered values ofB for the component Ahf

295 and B, there is one remarkable difference at the room
296 temperature. A third component with a relatively broad

297

distribution ofB has to be added to the fitted spectrum.hf

298We interpret this component as the one coming from
299the interface, where diffusion of Mg and Fe cations
300takes place, as suggested earlier for annealed magnetite
30films w28x. The contribution of the interfacial component
302to the spectrum reaches 15%. Taking into account that
303the contribution of the A site for the 10 nm spectrum
304remains unchanged with respect to a bulk and it amounts
305to 1y3, it is obvious that the interfacial component
306originates from the octahedral sublattice, in which the
307Fe ions have been replaced by Mg ones. By this
308assumption, from the relative area ratio of the spectral
309components, the thickness of the interface zone is
310estimated as 2.0 nm. At the low temperature(80 K),
31the spectral component from the Mg rich phase and the
312B site Fe ions cannot be resolved due to an intricate2q

313character of the spectra below the Verwey transition.
314Our observation contradicts the earlier CEMS studies of
315the Fe OyMgO interface using Fe probe layerw29x,57

3 4

316where no deviation from the magnetite stoichiometry
317was observed. However, it has to be noted that the broad
318interfacial component could be detected only thanks to
319high spectrum statistics and quality. What is even more
320intriguing, is that the ultra thin magnetite layers in
32Fe O yMgO multilayers, were found to be composition-3 4

322ally uniform w30,31x.
323Around T , the interpretation of the Mossbauer spec-V ¨
324tra is difficult but the Verwey transition can be followed
325using a spectrum parameter, which is independent on
326the applied spectrum model. Our analysis is based on
327the observation of the total amplitude ratio of the
328outermost line groups at the positive and negative
329velocities. For stoichiometric magnetite, well below the
330Verwey transition, the ‘1y6 ratio’ parameter(defined by
33the inset in Fig. 3) is very close to 1. The plots of ‘1y
3326 ratio’ vs. temperature(Fig. 3) clearly reveal a com-
333plicated character of the transition reflected in the
334Mossbauer spectra. For the 10 nm sample the transition¨
335is much broader than for the 430 nm one. The first
336transition stage observed as a gradual intensity reversal
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25 Fig. 4. CEMS spectra for the 3 nm epitaxial Fe O(001) film at 3003 4

26 K (a), 130 K (b) and 80 K(c) w24x.

337

of the components A and B has its onset for the thin
338 sample just below the room temperature, whereas for
339 the thick sample this transition stage is nearly completely
340 suppressed. Similarly, at low temperatures, the transition
341 region for the thin sample is much broader than for the
342 thick one. This is an indication that the transition may
343 change from the first order to the second order when
344 the sample becomes thinner. The reason of the change
345 in the transition character may be either lattice strains
346 due to the lattice mismatch with the substrate or the
347 natural doping with MgO coming from the substrate.
348 The value ofT is the important information sourceV

349 concerning the magnetite stoichiometry.T varies fromV

350 125 K (for d close to 0) to approximately 100 K for
351 highly non-stoichiometric samples(ds0.02) w33x. From
352 Fig. 3 T for the 430 nm film is estimated as 122 KV

353 indicating nearly perfect stoichiometry, whereas the 10
354 nm sample undergoes the transition at approximately
355 110 K.
356 The spectra for the thinnest studied sample, which
357 was 3 nm thick, are shown in Fig. 4. At 300 K a typical
358 relaxation character of the spectra is obvious(Fig. 4a).
359 Similar behavior observed for magnetite films on sap-
360 phire w32x and for Fe OyMgO multilayers w34x was3 4

361 attributed to superparamagnetism. Superparamagnetism
362 in ultrathin magnetite films originates from the nuclea-
363 tion of the Fe O films on MgO(001) w34x. The lower3 4

364 symmetry of the inverse spinel structure and the larger
365 unit cell compared to the MgO substrate mean that the
366 magnetite islands can nucleate in eight different ways
367 and coalescence of different islands leads to a formation
368 of antiphase boundaries, which are a perturbation for
369 the exchange interaction. The relaxation character of the

370

spectrum at room temperature does not allow to con-
371clude about the chemical composition and the electronic
372properties. However, by lowering the temperature, the
373superparamagnetic relaxation is blocked and below 200
374K the spectra reveal their static character. From low
375temperature measurements(Fig. 4b,c) it is clear that the
3763 nm sample shows the behavior which differs consid-
377erably from the bulk magnetite-like one. The most
378important observation is that the spectra resemble those
379for magnetite below the Verwey transition, at least in
380the whole temperature range where the superparamag-
381netic relaxation is slow enough to give a static magnetic
382spectrum with a well-resolved hyperfine pattern, i.e.
383between 80 and 200 K. It could mean that the Verwey
384transition in the ultrathin magnetite films is shifted to
385higher temperatures(or completely suppressed). An
386alternative explanation involves formation of a magne-
387sium rich inverse spinel, which is structurally isomorphic
388with magnetite and then indistinguishable by diffraction
389methods(LEED, RHEED or X-rays). Our films were
390grown at the temperature(520 K) that, at which, massive
391Mg surface diffusion through a thick film can be
392expected, but the formation of a magnesium rich spinel
393phase at the interface occurs as it is seen for the 10 nm
394sample. James et al.w35x concluded that no magnesium
395ferrite is formed in Fe OyMgO multilayers but the3 4

396result is based on superparamagnetic spectra and in our
397opinion is not proved sufficiently. Summarizing, we
398suggest that the suppression of the Verwey transition in
399ultrathin magnetite films(thinner than 5 nm) originate
400from their chemical composition(high concentration of
401magnesium impurities) and that the structure and com-
402position of ultrathin magnetite films, and at the Fe Oy3 4

403MgO interface, differ strongly from those of a bulk.
404This observation remains in direct contradiction with
405the previous resultsw29–31,34,35x.

4064. Surface and interface seen by CEMS and STM

407In magnetite films, composition inhomogeneities are
408expected not only at the filmysubstrate interface, as
409mentioned above but also at the surface. This problem
410was addressed by Fuji et al.w29x who used depth-
411selectivity of CEMS to probe surface layers with a sub-
412nanometer Fe probe layer embedded in Fe samples.57 56

413Minor depth-dependent changes were confined to a few
414outermost atomic layers but the essential electronic bulk
415features, including a rapid electron hopping, were
416retained at the surface and also at the Fe OyMgO3 4

417interface. This observation contrasts strongly with the
418scanning tunneling microscope images of a clean mag-
419netite (001)-surface interpreted in terms of a Verwey-
420type charge ordering in the surface layer at room
421temperaturew8x. A possible explanation for this discrep-
422ancy is oxidation and contamination of the magnetite
423surface, which is unavoidable during ex situ CEMS
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30

31 Fig. 5. Room temperature CEMS spectra of the 10 nm epitaxial mag-
32 netite film: as-grown(a), oxidized in air(b) and annealed for 1 h at
33 600 K at UHV (c) w25x.

37

38Fig. 6. CEMS spectrum after 1 h annealing cycles between 500 and
391000 K, with 100 K steps, for the 60 nm epitaxial magnetite film
40w25x.

44

45Fig. 7. Room temperature CEMS spectra of the 20 nm Fe O(001)56
3 4

46sample with Fe O(001) probe layers:(a) 2.4 nm,(b) and (c) 0.857
3 4

47nm with ( )R458 or (1=1) reconstruction, respectively.y y2= 2

424

measurements, although, generally magnetite is thought
425 to be stable against room temperature oxidationw32x. To
426 clarify this problem the CEMS measurements were done
427 for the 10 nm Fe O(001) film after 1-month exposure3 4

428 to the atmosphere and then again at UHV condition,
429 after being annealed in vacuum for 1 h at 600 Kw25x.
430 The measured spectra are collected in Fig. 5, together
431 with the spectrum in the as-prepared state(Fig. 5a)
432 repeated for a direct comparison from Fig. 2.
433 After an exposure of the sample to a clean air at the
434 atmospheric pressure a drastic change in relative inten-
435 sities of spectral components are clearly seen(Fig. 5b)
436 but the hyperfine parameters of the fitted components
437 (except the area ratio) did not change markedly. The
438 obvious reason of the observed changes is surface
439 oxidation. The thickness of the modified layer may be
440 estimated based on the hypothesis of the cation vacan-
441 cies formation at the octahedral sites. Assuming, for
442 simplicity, that the oxidized phase has a homogeneous
443 composition ofg-Fe O , the thickness of the oxidized2 3

444 surface layer was found to be 1.5 nm. Annealing the
445 sample at 600 K for 1 h at UHV restored the spectra of
446 the ‘as-prepared’ state(Fig. 5c). The UHV condition is
447 strongly reducing and reverses the oxidation. Annealing
448 also has an effect on the MgOyFe O interface as seen3 4

449 by the appearance of an additional component with a
450 broadB distribution at approximately 25 T. The largehf

451 IS and lowB values indicate that the new componenthf

452 should be related to a Mg rich phase. It is formed when
453 Fe diffuses into MgO, finally forming a Fe O wustite-1yx

454 type oxide with the cubic structure of MgOw36x. For

455

further investigation of this process an additional 60-
456nm-thick sample was prepared. By increasing the sample
457thickness, the interdiffusion process could be studied in
458a broader temperature range. The final effect of the
459annealing cycles is shown in Fig. 6. After the last
460annealing cycle at 1000 K, a Mg-doped magnetite phase
46component and wustite-like doublet(ISs1.04 mmys,
462QSs0.33 mmys) can be identified unambiguously in
463the Mossbauer spectrum. The deeply buried wustite¨
464layer could not be detected by other methodsw37x. By
465comparison with the spectra of the Mg-doped magnetite
466single crystalsw38x, the average Mg concentrationx in
467the formula Mg Fe O is estimated to be 0.10–0.15.x 3yx 4

468From the intensity of the spectral components, the
469thickness of the wustite layer formed in the MgO
470substrate is found to be approximately 5 nm.
47Because of the observed oxidation, surface sensitive
472studies of magnetite require in situ measurements. In
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Fig. 7 we show in situ CEMS spectra with the Fe O -57
3 4

474 probe layer deposited on top of 20 nm Fe O films.56
3 4

475 When the probe layer is 2.4 nm thick a bulk-like
476 magnetite CEMS spectrum is observed(Fig. 7a). For
477 the films analyzed in Fig. 7b,c, a 0.8 nm probe layer is
478 used to follow electronic surface properties of films
479 displaying different surface reconstruction:
480 ( )R458 (Fig. 7b) or (1=1) (Fig. 7c). The surfacey y2= 2
481 structure of magnetite will be discussed in more detail
482 below, in relation to STM measurements. Here we want
483 only to stress the obvious difference between the both
484 spectra. For the( )R458 reconstruction, the spec-y y2= 2
485 trum retained many features of bulk magnetite. The
486 spectral components of the A and B sites can be
487 identified unambiguously although, judging from the
488 Fe yFe component intensity ratio, the number of3q 2.5q

489 the Fe ions occupying perfect octahedral sites is reduced
490 compared with the bulk stoichiometry. The 0.8 nm probe
491 layer containing Fe corresponds to eight ideal atomic57

492 layers of the A- and B-type. From the intensity of the
493 three Zeeman components, which were indispensable to
494 fit the spectrum it could be concluded that the Fe57

495 atoms of the probe layer form approximately three
496 stoichiometric A–B layer pairs. The remaining Fe57

497 atoms, in amount equivalent to four A or two B ideal
498 layers, give rise to the Zeeman component with broad-
499 ened lines, the reduced hyperfine magnetic fieldB shf

500 42.9(5) T and the isomer shift ISs0.45(5) mmys,
501 which lies between the values for the A and B sites.
502 Such component was observed also by Fuji et al.w29x
503 and interpreted as coming from Fe ions. From our3q

504 analysis of the hyperfine parameters we favor the inter-
505 pretation that it is due to all Fe ions in two or three
506 topmost layers, which are subjected to relaxation and
507 reconstruction.
508 Fig. 7c shows the CEMS spectrum for a sample
509 displaying (1=1) reconstruction. The surface structure
510 is very sensitive to the preparation condition and a small
511 variation of the oxygen partial pressure during prepara-
512 tion, deposition temperature or post-preparation anneal-
513 ing may induce an irreproducible change of the surface
514 reconstruction from( )R458 to (1=1). From they y2= 2
515 CEMS spectrum it becomes obvious that such a change
516 is connected with a pronounced relaxation of the surface
517 layer from the ideal spinel structure. As compared to
518 the ( )R458 reconstruction, the spectral compo-y y2= 2
519 nents attributed to the surface layers are more intense
520 and much broader. There is also a clear reduction of the
521 Fe ion number contributing to the ideal A-type layers.
522 It might be the indication that the(1=1) reconstruction
523 corresponds to the surface terminated with the A-type
524 layer.
525 The surface termination and interlayer relaxations of
526 the ( )R458 surface are being the subject of any y2= 2
527 intensive debatew9x. It is the most typical reconstruction
528 for MBE grown films monitored in situ by LEED or

529

RHEED w19–22x. However, surprisingly, in situ diffrac-
530tion experiments were never combined with in situ STM
531studies. It is commonly believed that autocompensation
532is a necessary, but insufficient, condition for the cor-
533rectness of any particular surface structural modelw9x.
534The most natural way to achieve an autocompensated
535Fe O (001) surface that possesses the observed(y2=3 4

536)R458 symmetry is to terminate it with a half tetra-y2
537hedral Fe monolayer. However, autocompensation can3q

538also be achieved by terminating the surface with a B-
539type layer, in which the number of oxygen vacancies
540oryand the Fe to Fe ratio is varied. Many different3q 2q

541reconstruction models based on A- or B-type layer
542termination were proposed and discussed in the litera-
543ture—the most recent review can be found in the paper
544of Mijiritskii and Bjorma w11x. Some authors believe
545that both types of termination are possible, but there is
546the consensus that they do not occur simultaneously on
547one surface. Such a conclusion comes from the STM
548images, in which the smallest step height observed on
549the Fe O(001) surface(see Fig. 1) is approximately3 4

5500.2 nm, which corresponds to the interplanar spacing of
551the A–A or B–B layers, whereas for the mixed AyB
552termination 0.1 nm steps are expected. Indeed, our
553topographic large scan STM images shown in Fig. 1 led
554to the same result. However, it is not necessarily true
555passing to the atomically resolved patterns presented in
556Fig. 8. The image taken at the sample bias 1 V(Fig.
5578a) has a similar character to the one presented by
558Stanka et al.w22x, which was interpreted as coming
559from the octahedral Fe termination with characteristic
560rows which are Fe ions in octahedral sites. The height
561histogram (below), constructed from the data in the
562white frame area, clearly reveals that two monoatomic
563terraces are spaced by 0.2 nm. Situation changes entirely
564for the bias voltage lowered to 0.75 V, as seen from
565Fig. 8b. Already, from a visual inspection, it becomes
566obvious that the surface structure is more complicated
567and diversified than it could be expected from a simple
568model assuming a homogenous octahedral or tetrahedral
569termination. The apparent step height depends on the
570tunneling conditions. The height histogram for the same
571area shows now a broad distribution without any pro-
572nounced features of steps. We were also able to dem-
573onstrate that by changing the bias to negative values the
574image symmetry changes completely, indicating tetra-
575hedral terminationw39x. Consequently, we postulated a
576mixed octahedralytetrahedral termination, assuming that
577different atoms or atomic planes are imaged at different
578sample biases.

5795. Magnetite by oxidation of Fe(001) epitaxial films

580Annealing improves the surface quality(lateral size
581of terraces) but it inevitably leads to the diffusion of
582magnesium into the magnetite film. This phenomenon
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51
52

53 Fig. 8. Atomically resolved 30=30 nm STM images of the 20 nm Fe O(001) film on MgO(001) taken at different sample biases: 1 V(left)2
3 4

54 and 0.75 V(right). Below: height histograms from the marked areas.

583

sets a temperature limit for the growth of Fe O(001)3 4

584 on MgO(001) by the reactive deposition of Fe. An
585 alternative preparation procedure, used for the
586 Fe O (111) growth on metallic substrates is oxidation3 4

587 of epitaxial ultrathin Fe filmsw40,41x. We have used a
588 similar preparation technique for oxidizing an epitaxial
589 Fe(001) film on MgO(001) w42x. To enable further
590 studies with the Mossbauer spectroscopy, the iron iso-¨
591 topes Fe and Fe were used to enhance the surface57 56

592 sensitivity and a typical sample was engineered by
593 placing the 5 nm Fe probe layer on top of the 20 nm57

594 Fe film. Iron was evaporated from thermal sources on56

595 polished MgO(001) substrates at an elevated tempera-
596 ture that was optimized for a flat growthw42x. Fe grows
597 on MgO(001) with epitaxial relations: Fe(001)yy
598 MgO(001) and Few110xyyMgOw100x, i.e. by the 458
599 rotation of the(001) surface unit cell. A flat growth is
600 reported for Fe on MgO at elevated temperaturesw12x
601 but to prevent an island-type growth nucleation should
602 proceed at low temperature(e.g. 300 K) and then
603 temperature can be raised gradually up to 620 K at a
604 final thickness. Fig. 9a documents the surface topogra-
605 phy of the 20 nm film obtained according to the above

606

receipt. An oxide layer was formed on the Fe(001)
607surface by annealing the film for 15 min at 550 K in
60810 Pa O partial pressure. The oxidation resulted iny4

2

609the formation of a new epitaxial phase observed in a
610LEED pattern(Fig. 9b). The pattern symmetry indicated
61that the layer could be a magnetite. The STM image
612showed distinct changes of the film topography(Fig.
6139c). Small irregular grains transformed after annealing
614to monoatomic terraces with atomically resolved struc-
615tures characteristic for magnetitew22x, as shown in the
616inset in Fig. 9c. Unambiguous identification of the layer
617formed is given by a CEMS measurement shown in Fig.
61810. The spectrum could be fitted with four components.
619Components(A) and (B) come from magnetite repre-
620senting Fe ions in tetrahedral and octahedral sites,
62respectively. Component(M) is due to a metallic iron.
622Apparently, the oxidation affected only a part of the top
623Fe layer. Component(I) comes probably from an57

624interfacial layer formed between Fe O and metallic3 4

625iron. Neglecting differences in recoilless fractions, the
626thickness of the oxide layer can be estimated by com-
627paring the relative intensity of the spectral components,
628which indicated that the magnetite layer formed on the
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58
59

60 Fig. 9. Oxidized 20 nm- Fey5 nm- Fe epitaxial film on MgO(001) as characterized by LEED and STM:(a) 100=100 nm topographic STM56 57 2

61 image of the Fe(001) surface before oxidation,(b) LEED pattern at 94 eV after oxidation and(c) 100=100 nm topographic STM image after2

62 oxidation. Inset on(c) shows the 12.5=12.5 nm atomically resolved scan of the film annealed at 750 K.2

66

67 Fig. 10. In situ CEMS spectrum of the oxidized 20 nm- Fey5 nm-56

68 Fe epitaxial film on MgO(001).57

629

epitaxial Fe(001) film is 3 nm thick. The Fe O(001)3 4

630 layer obtained in this way could be subjected to a high
631 temperature annealing for improving the structure
632 because the remaining Fe layer sets an effective barrier
633 for Mg diffusion.

634 6. Conclusions

635 Highly sensitive in situ CEMS measurements gave us
636 precise structural and magnetic characterization of epi-
637 taxial magnetite films on grown MgO(001). By lowering
638 the film thickness down to the 10 nm range, the
639 electronic film properties reflected in the Verwey tran-
640 sition are modified considerably:T decreases, theV

641 transition becomes broader. We attributed these changes
642 to the MgOyFe O interface, at which a magnesium rich3 4

643 phase is postulated based on the CEMS results. The
644 surface electronic properties seen by a probe layer
645 correlate with the surface reconstruction. Modifications

646

of the surface hyperfine pattern for the( )R458y y2= 2
647reconstruction are weaker than for the(1=1) one.
648In situ STM shed some light on the surface termina-
649tion of the Fe O(001) films. By the analysis of the3 4

650STM images at different bias voltages, we suggest that
651a mixed A- and B-type termination can occur on a one
652surface.
653Preparation of Fe O(001) films by oxidizing epitax-3 4

654ial Fe(001) films gives a promising perspective for
655growing layers with unique structural and magnetic
656properties.
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